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A World War—Fought in a News Blackout  

A few years back I used to say that the US cannot win a war that Putin can drive to, or  
reproduce a "Victory at Sea" episode in the South China Sea. Both were/are true.

US Foreign Policy is a sequel to "Dr. Strangelove"—but with worse writers/actors. 
And, any comedic sense denies a very real possibility that the world comes to an end.

Some of us remember the decades of the 'Cold War' with DEW Lines (Distant Early 
Warning), extended across Canada, purposed to give us advanced warning if the So-
viet Union launched an attack. Those decades are looked on now as a time of sanity.

The US military was in constant contact with the Soviets to head-off any misreads of 
missile or bomber launches. We kept up contact because both sides were sane, and 
neither wanted accidental World War 3. Sadly, sanity no longer measures anything.

The Russians (and the Chinese), see the West as 'agreement incapable' and have 
little interest in dealing with us—at all. As I write, the Kremlin is considering breaking off 
diplomatic relations with the British—completely. And well they should, because any-
thing Russia does in an attempt to communicate with Britain falls on deaf ears. Diplo-
matic efforts from Russia to Britain or the US, is a 'cul-de-sac'—a total waste of time.

Two articles back, I made a point: lies told by the West to its citizens are criminal 
misinformation/malformation, and any challenging those lies are subject to 'cancella-
tion', either as 'Putin puppets', or 'garden variety', old/white/racist/domestic terrorists'.

With no communication between combatants, the war in Ukraine escalates. The 
West tries to sells its notion that Russia is bogged-down. Not true. Russia has come to 
realize that its artillery 'meat grinder' destroys NATO's combat readiness such that the 
West is now incapable of fighting a full-on war lasting longer than a few weeks. Mean-
while, Ukraine is becoming a 'non-nation' of women/children—having lost most able-
bodied men to death and maiming. Millions are refugees—3.5 million to Russia alone.  

At some level of elite hierarchy the West knows the battle is lost—as scriptwriters for 
this 'B war movie' double-down on 'UKR is winning' propaganda. If that were true, why 
did Biden, a year ago, assure the world that Ukraine would not get F-16s? Now, with-
out necessity to lay-out his change in tactics, F-16s (with US pilots?), are on the menu.

This is no longer a proxy war—we are actively involved in WW3. The question not 
being asked is: how can Russia be winning so decisively, having committed so few of 
its regular troops? And what happens when Odessa/Kharkov are once-again Russia? 



When Ukraine is left to Mad Max guerrilla bands and AZOV is an historical footnote?
Before that, what happens when Russia tires of Britain, Poland, and Ukraine, killing 

Russians on Russian soil—using NATO equipment? When all the world recognizes the 
war as NATO vs Russia/China? What happens when Russia gives back to NATO some 
of its own medicine—delivered either through a proxy—or they just do it themselves?

What happens in the West when its 'meme' of a 'war frozen in place' that goes on 
forever, turns out to be more propaganda, and Russia defeats Ukraine over 6 weeks?

Russians have some questions and observations for Americans: 'Why we are so 
hated just because we are concerned that we will be slaughtered? What have we done 
to you Americans? Why is the US so unconcerned for Russia's fears over NATO threat 
towards 'Mother Russia'? Where is US concern for China's Taiwan security concerns?   

What about some realities? Sanctions have backfired and Russia is in better fiscal 
shape than ever before—as Britain readies to sign on to a 12th round of sanctions. 
What about NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg telling the Washington Post that 
all member states have agreed to welcome Ukraine into NATO after it defeats Russia? 

What about Secretary of State Blinkin's take that Russia is losing the war—and no 
one from the press-pool challenges him? Meanwhile, British press reports that Russia 
will lose because it has no replacement armaments. All this when any sane Administra-
tion would be calling for peace negotiations. Instead our SOB wants a 'war powers act'. 

The US strategy: spend ourselves into oblivion such that Russia decides terms of 
peace—without us. This ain't new: Kissinger assumed Ukrainian membership in NATO 
would somehow guarantee peace. If you want to see WW3 (full blown), bring UKR into 
NATO with its promise to take back 'lost territories'—that's an Article 5—a NATO war. 

How is the US adjusting its strategy? Give $125 billion to Ukraine that ends up in 
Mexican Cartel hands. Pay for it by taking funds from government pension allocations, 
to deal with short-term debt-ceiling problems. And, hold down the cost of energy, by 
stealing from the petroleum reserves, assuming it doesn't need replaced before 2024.

We are watching a Ukrainian counter-offensive, touted to take back Crimea—remi-
niscent of 2 things: a biblical story in which Jesus feeds a vast multitude with a few 
loaves and a few fishes. The Ukrainian counteroffensive is that story—without Jesus. 
This is a non-counteroffensive for show—a murder of ten Ukrainians for each Russian.

What madness is behind this? Is this Joe Biden, as a father, but this time played out, 
not just on his son, but on 1/3 of a million sons of Ukrainian mothers and fathers?  

Russia has learned from this past 15 months: US/UK/NATO don't care whether Rus-
sians live or die—better they all die. Russians see Putin's patience as going too easy 
on Ukraine/NATO. With this in mind, the US had best re-think Russian regime change. 

We hear that Russia/China are part of a WEF 'one world government' thing. Bullshit. 
China, more than Russia wants to control its citizens, but Xi, like Putin, doesn't want  
involvement with the West beyond the unavoidable. We taught them—now they know.

Interestingly, Russian and Chinese nationalism may offer more support for the 'Bill of 
Rights' than anything we Americans might be able to do in the near term—at home. 

What's worse: the genocide of manufacturing Covid/mRNA/'vaccine'/lockdowns, or a 
heartless genocide of young (and old), Ukrainians? Answer: both—unfortunately 
brought to us (authored and funded), by the same heartless monsters. Oh the horror! 

Tonight, I was going to write about some thoughts I have for the dollar. Tomorrow.
You can get my articles by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thanks.


